Smartsheet Solution Certification Exams

Individuals and companies are using Smartsheet to solve a variety of business challenges. Using Smartsheet to solve these challenges requires rich thinking and creativity. Individuals must learn to design and create a group of Smartsheet items (sheets, reports, dashboards) that work together to effectively meet a company’s objectives. Individuals who can accurately use Smartsheet to build for and solve business challenges can have their skill set formally validated by Smartsheet through the Solution Certification Exam.

Solution Certification-Project Management Exam

In this exam, an individual will be assessed on their ability to craft a solution from a given set of business pain points and requirements, within the context of project management. Project management is defined as the application of skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements PMBOK(R) Guide, Sixth Edition, pg. 10. Individuals will be utilizing project management functionality including, creating relationships between tasks, tracking task completion, automating at-risk tasks, managing budget, and communicating project metrics with both executive sponsors and external stakeholders.

Solution Certification-Process Management Exam

In this exam, an individual will be assessed on their ability to craft a solution, from a given set of business pain points and requirements, within the context of process management. Process management is defined as the way an organization tracks and manages incoming requests. Individuals will be utilizing process management functionality including, intaking new requests, determining priority, tracking completion, and rolling up high-level metrics.

Take this quiz to find out the exam that is best for you!